iFox iF012 Bluetooth Shower Speaker - Certified Waterproof Wireless It Pairs Easily to All Your Bluetooth Devices - Phones,
Tablets, Computer, Radio Review-2021

BEST SOUNDING SHOWER SPEAKER â€“ A PREMIUM GIFT, BUILT TO LAST â€“ Bluetooth
version 5.0 and the unique iFox WHITE FILLED BUTTONS make it easy to see the buttons in the
shower. With CE, FCC and ROHS certifications it's guaranteed to last
100% WATERPROOF, EVEN FULLY SUBMERSIBLE â€“ The iFox shower speaker is great around
water as it's not just water resistant it can be fully immersed in water up to 3 feet. Great also as a
Bluetooth speaker in the car as it suctions to your car windscreen
VERSATILE CONNECTION + SPEAKERPHONE â€“ Connects to Bluetooth devices in less than 6
seconds. Easily control song tracks and volume at the speaker and with a 33 foot Bluetooth
connection you enjoy music, audio books etc. in the shower, car, beach or pool
LONG BATTERY LIFE â€“ This Wireless Speaker lasts for up to 10 hours playing time between
charges and itâ€™s fully recharged in under 3 hours! The suction cup attaches strongly to glass,
ceramic, or any other smooth surface in the bathroom, boat or anywhere
100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE FOR 1 FULL YEAR â€“ Youâ€™re taking on absolutely NO
risk â€“ Yes a full 12 month guarantee. We are that confident you will fall in love with this iFox
Waterproof Bluetooth Shower Speaker. A fun gift that's guaranteed to bring a smileBecause A
Perfect Day Needs A Perfect Sound!
iFox Creations
iFox Creations is a small, family-run company with a passion for truly innovative audio products
especially Bluetooth Speakers. We believe that life is about enjoyment and adventure and the best
moments flow from the simplest pleasures: a walk on the beach at sunset, a road trip with friends, a
summer BBQ, or giving a loved one a gift you know they'll love.
iFox iFO12 Bluetooth Waterproof Shower Speaker
100% Waterproof, Even Fully Submersible!!
A small, lightweight, easy to use, portable, dustproof Bluetooth Speaker with a crisp, loud 5 Watt
sound is a perfect companion for any type of adventure and lifestyle. Can be easily attached to
glass, ceramic or any other smooth surface such as shower wall, bathroom mirror, kitchen counters,
car windows, desktops or anywhere you want to bring some sound and fun to your daily routine!
Fully Submersible and 100% Waterproof (IP67 certified)
Loud HD sound with an impressive 5 watts of power
Connects to all Bluetooth Devices in less that 6 seconds
Up to 10hrs playing time
Dedicated suction cup included (detachable) & Carabiner Hook
Built-in-Mic for hands free calls
33ft wide Bluetooth range
Pairs easily to any bluetooth devices such as phones, tablets, computer, radio
A Great Sound On The Go!
The iFox iFO12 Bluetooth Shower Speaker is a small, sturdy and compact speaker that can be
used indoors or outdoors thanks to it's portable design. It is also very light so you wonâ€™t have
problems transporting it â€“ it will easily fit your bag or backpack.
When it comes to music, the right song can power you through the day, make you feel happy, bring
back great memories, and lift your spirits. From kitchen to bath or shower, yard to pool, picnic to
beach or office it doesn't matter... the iF012 is sure to enhance your experience and increase the
fun & excitement in your day!!
A Quick Bluetooth Connection To Any Device
The iFox Portable Waterproof Bluetooth Speaker brings a fast and stable connection. When fully
charged it will provide you up to 10hrs of play time. The pairing process is easy and the speaker is
compatible with all Bluetooth devices such as iphone, Android, iPad, iPod, Mac, smarthphones,
computer, tablets and alexa devices. The speaker can be used not only for listening to music but
also for answering calls without using your smartphone
Certified IP67 - 100% Waterproof
The iFox shower speaker is great around water as it's not just water resistant it can be fully
immersed in water up to 3 feet. We took care so you can enjoy your shower, have fun with your

friends by the pool or on a boat
Easy Hands Free Calling
Our time is getting busier and our lifestyle and business tasks require us to be available all the time.
It has become unusual to ignore a phone call or to be unavailable. This is why waterproof Bluetooth
speakers like the iF012 with an integrated microphone is great. It enable you to enjoy your free
time but still be able to answer calls without even reaching for your phone. You just have to press a
button and the speakerphone is activated, and when you end your call, the music will continue
playing like nothing happened.
An Amazingly Versatile Speaker For All Occasions
Shower/Pool Party
iFOX iFO12 bluetooth shower speaker is waterproof and it can be used in the shower thanks to
convenient detachable suction cup. You can easily attach to glass, ceramic or any other smooth
surface. It means you can enjoy a pool party / boat party with your friends and not be afraid of water
splashes.
Picnic/Hiking
If you need your speaker to be significantly louder than your phone and you are planning to use it
when camping or hiking or having a picnic with someone If you want to enjoy your favorite music on
the go then the iFOX Bluetooth waterproof and dust proof speaker is the best option for you.
A Great Gift
The iF012 Bluetooth Shower Speaker is a truly unique and memorable gift for anyone - young or old
- who loves their music and values their freedom. It's ultra portable, easy to use, certified waterproof
and built to last. The recipient will be grateful when they unwrap the iF012 speaker, but will REALLY
thank you when they use it.
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